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ABSTRACT

Data science and machine learning ease the efcient mining and potental for further processing
of  large  materials  data  sets,  resultng  in  the  extracton  and  identicaton  of  high-value  materials
knowledge,  towards  design,  quality  and  manufacturing.   he  growing  generaton  of  data  in  the
characterizaton ield brings up new opportunites and challenges. Materials scientsts turn their focus
on the computatonal applicatons that can deal with the complexity of these data and deliver important
results [1]. Data-driven approaches can provide valuable informaton regarding the underlying structure
and behavior of materials.  o name a few, opportunites fall within the areas of material’s property
predicton,  structure  predicton,  automated determinaton of  phase diagrams using  high throughput‐
combinatorial experiments, advanced and smart materials modelling and discovery, articial intelligence
in characterizaton ield. Supervised regression algorithms can be used for the predicton of mechanical
propertes of constructve materials and for the inverse design of materials, in which used algorithms
help identfy materials that satsfy desired propertes [2]. 

In the case study, data generated from the nanoindentaton were used in order to reconstruct
the surface consttuent phases of  mortar grids through machine learning algorithms.  Speciically,  K-
Means algorithm (unsupervised learning)  was applied to  two 49-measurements  (7x7)  datasets  with
informaton about the modulus (E) and hardness (H) in order to discover the underlying structure of the
data.  he resulted clusters from K-Means were then evaluated and values range assigned so as to signify
the  various  consttuent  phases  of  the  mortar.  Furthermore,  another  dataset  from nanoindentaton
containing informaton about E, H and the surface colour of the measured area (obtained from optcal
microscope) was used as training set in order to develop a random forests model (supervised learning)
which predicts the surface colour from the E and H values. 
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